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you grow mustard and cress in soup-tureens or raise chickens
in your refrigerator. And food is the basis of health, and
health the basis of mentality. It is no use saying that after
a diet of peas grown wholesale in vast fields, forced under
electric light, with chemical manure, picked by the ton,
left for three days to decay, canned with, let us say, a
boric preservative and consumed two years later, a man
will be the same as after a diet of the same vegetables grown
in the sunlight on a sheltered plot, manured with natural
composts or dung, picked by hand and maggoty or inferior
pods rejected, the peas themselves not much more than
twice as large as a pin head and cooked and on the table
twenty minutes after they have left the vines. He won't.
He won't be the same either physically or in immediate
mentality. Eating dead peas out of a can is a dullness
that adds to the slatternly indifference of the mass-worker;
eating your own live peas twenty minutes off the vine is
a mental stimulant both immediately and during several
days of anticipation whilst you watch them corning to the
exactly right moment for picking.
Just try growing a little mustard and cress in any old
utensil that is slightly cracked so that the earth will not sour
under it. And you will get a little fun saying that in three
days* time you will invite Mrs. Delane, who is an Anglo-
maniac, to tea and give her mustard and cress sandwiches
—and a little more fun in giving them and in tasting their
brownish sub-bitterness, and a little more in talking it over
afterwards . . . not to mention the little bit of engrossed
interest that you will have had at watching the seeds swell
and burst and send up their green filaments. . . . You will
be less of a clod and just a little in touch with the mysteries
of the earth from which you are segregated.
§
This is not the exasperating patronage of the alien talking
to the inhabitants of the United States in the familiar way.
It is a depressed optimist telling the whole world how it
may better itself. I address these words to the Universe
from the neighbourhood of Philadelphia because Penn's

